Possible Entries for the 3rd–5th Grade Teacher's Reader's Notebook

My Reading Life (15–25 pages)
- Reading Timeline
- Genre Blurbs
- My Book Basket (teacher only)
- The Last Ten Books I've Read (and what they say about me as a reader)
- Books I Want to Read
- Reading Identity Ladder
- Books to Buy (teacher only)
- Book Recommendations
- I read because....
- Home Run Books

What I'm Learning (25–35 pages)
- Anchor Charts
- “Cheat Sheets”
- Notes from Conferences (Last 5 pages)

Read-Aloud (25 pages)
- Stop and Sketch (drawings)
- Stop and Jot (Post-its)
- Writing Long off of a Post-it
- Theme Work: What is this story REALLY about?
- Post-it Pages: My Smartest Post-it, Skill Post-its

Independent Reading (25 pages)
- Character Maps
- Theme Work
- Lines I Love
- Characters I'm Meeting
- What I'm Learning About....